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TTI-FSS STEPS UP FOR ELABORATE
CRUISE TERMINAL PROJECT

By Dale Ison
When an important customer approached TTI-FSS looking
for team players to fabricate and deliver steel for a new cruise
terminal in Miami, our team jumped at the opportunity, and
stepped up in a BIG way! TTI-FSS is currently fabricating and
delivering numerous oversized components for the project:
20 heavy double columns – each weighing 40,000 to 110,000
lbs.; 55 heavy single columns – each weighing 18,000 to 60,000
lbs.; 13 floor trusses, each weighing 30,000 to 60,000 lbs.; three
complete complex end caps made of multiple different rolled or
curved radius pieces; and 22 heavy crossover beams.
The complexity of this enormous project has been doubly

challenging, with a compact delivery schedule and tight site
constraints. The jobsite’s location within an active cruise
terminal has required very precise deliveries called “Just
in Time - To the Hook Delivery.” With lengths measuring
as much as 100’ and the extreme weights of the fabricated
members, specialized shipping equipment has been required.
The busy cruise terminal traffic has had to be completely
stopped to allow for the slow moving, heavy and oversized
loads.
With the steel work slated for completion this summer, this
stunning cruise terminal should be in full operation by early
2020. TTI-FSS is very proud to serve as a major player on this
“extreme” project team. 			
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LETTER FROM THE CEO
Leg Three – Our TEAMS are indicative of the synergy that
develops in healthy groups. The sum is greater than its parts,
as each member contributes his or her talent and expertise and
supports and learns from others. Each one grows and develops,
as bonds grow stronger within the teams. The success of
our employees and clients melds together resulting in a sure
foundation. This leg keeps the stool balanced and strong, so let’s
continue our path of success together.

As 2019 starts and we have moved
past our New Year’s resolutions
(already forgotten), let’s reflect on
how to personally improve in 2019
in areas that can truly influence our
year and future. We have spoken
previously on the analogy of the
Three-Legged Stool – how all legs
are critical for the stool to balance.
Now, let’s look at the same threelegged stool in a more personal
way. As before, all agree each leg is
essential to the functionality of the stool. Let’s suppose the legs
represent:
1.
2.
		
3.
		

Stay safe, productive and growing,
David Hale
President/CEO TTI-FSS

Our EMPLOYEES, and their contributions.
Our CLIENTS and their critical aspect in
business operations.
Our TEAMS all working together, stronger
and better with each project.

Leg One – Our EMPLOYEES are the most important
component to our operational success in the shops and the
field. Each employee’s personal commitment to the Continuous
Improvement Process (CIP), safety awareness, and a strong work
ethic, makes the significant difference for TTI-FSS. These
factors are important for personal success and for the success
of our clients and teams. This leg is the basis of support for the
other two legs of the stool.
Leg Two – Our CLIENTS have provided the body of work
that has allowed TTI-FSS to become a respected leader in
our industry. Our solid reputation has been built on our
commitment to fast track, on-time, quality steel fabrication
and erection. We place a high value on our reputation, and
we recognize that the strength of our client relationships is as
important as the strength of the steel we manufacture. These
stable relationships result in much repeat business and valuable
referrals for new business. Our continued growth reflects
our commitment to our clients and their faith in us. This leg
testifies that we are here to support our clients’ success.

SUBSCRIBE TO
SPARKS & REMARKS

Here’s an example of how our team exemplifies the balance of the
three-legged stool with James Derry (L) from Quality, Donna Black (Middle)
from Safety, and Bill Crittendon (R) from Operations.

TTI-FSS Increases Visibility and
Markets at Industry Events
National Institute of Storage Tank Management (NISTM)
April 2- 3, 2019 • Rosen Shingle Creek Hotel, Orlando, Florida

NASCC - The Steel Conference

April 3-5, 2019 • America’s Convention Complex, St. Louis, MO
To receive your print or electronic copy of
our quarterly newsletter, go to www.tti-fss.com
and add your name to our distribution
list on our Contact page.

International Liquids Terminals Association (ILTA)

Booth No. 302 • June 3-5, 2019 • George R. Brown Convention Center, Houston, Texas

National Institute of Storage Tank Management (NISTM)

December 10-11, 2019 • The Woodlands Waterway Marriott, The Woodlands, TX
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WORKING SMARTER, NOT HARDER
FULL PENETRATION WITHOUT BACK GOUGING

With a heavy wall monopile job in TTI-FSS’s Adamo shop,
some mock-ups were run to determine optimal working
parameters. The goal was to get enough penetration to blow
a 3/8” to 1/2” landing away, without arc gouging sound metal
on the second side. After testing various parameters and wire
diameters, the objective was met. But parameters are only one
piece of the puzzle. The right equipment and personnel are
always key to the success of a high-risk joint. Since the wire
position was critical to the success of these joints, the tandem
manipulators were the obvious choice. They are equipped with
seam trackers capable of keeping perfect wire alignment.

By Jason Chattin
What’s the most expensive part of fabrication? That’s easy, it’s
the man-hours. When doing full penetration welding, what’s
the biggest waste of man-hours? Gouging out metal just to
replace it. A welder spends time gouging away the fit-up line,
then takes time to open the bevel to a profile appropriate for
welding. After all that, more time is spent grinding to produce
a weldable surface. But this is just a necessary part of full
penetration welding with heavy plate, right? Not necessarily…
Is back gouging necessary if the capabilities of the equipment
and the processes being used, regarding penetration, are
known? Who is to say it can’t be welded from both sides? It can
be done, and TTI-FSS did it successfully!

Welder, Pablo Afandor, and Weld Foreman, Markus Magee, put
the high-risk joint to the test, starting with the longitudinal
seams at the Adamo location. With the problem of gouging
minimized, prepping the gouge and welding extra passes to
refill the area was a non-issue. The pile sections flew through
the shop. TTI-FSS was able to process and weld four of the
thinner sections per day. To date, there have been ZERO rejects
on this project. This process has been a success in terms of
both, quality and production. TTI-FSS will take full advantage
of these results on future projects.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
patching on the roof and bottom, hydro testing on piping and
tanks, and demolition work. In the aftermath of Hurricane
Maria, work was amplified as the team repaired 12 tanks that
had blown in, as well as the Range tower, which had to be
rebuilt. (See below.)

By Federico Rivas
Weathering the Storm in St. Croix,
U.S. Virgin Islands
TTI-FSS started work at an oil terminal in St. Croix back in
2016. Progress was going well, but then Hurricane Maria hit
causing much devastation. However, teams working together
have made significant strides. Since then, storage capacity has
continued to increase by re-conditioning tanks and re-routing
pipelines for the receipt, dispatch and transfer of petroleum
products between tanks and docks.

TTI-FSS has been working on the island for three years now,
running day and night shifts with 60 employees until early
2018. All TTI-FSS employees stayed during the hurricane and
helped with the initial clean-up efforts inside and outside of
the plant. TTI-Peak went in to help provide employees with
generators and tarps, since most people had lost their roofs and
were without power for several months. TTI-FSS employees
and Superintendent, Chris Mora, opened their doors to
employees who had lost their homes until they could get back
on their feet again. They also invited many others over for hot
meals, hot showers, and laundry because power was back on in
a few days in the area where TTI-FSS facilities were located,

TTI-FSS has worked on more than 50 tanks ranging in size
from 50’ to 284’ in diameter. Various repairs have been done
ranging from full-bottom replacements, external floating
roof replacements, wind girder replacements, seal repairs and
replacements, foam-line rebuilds and replacements, steel plate

Blown-in tank

Initializing repairs

Range Tower Before

Range Tower After
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
thanks to the independent power provided by the refinery.
Currently, TTI-FSS is working with a team of 37 employees on
the process of helping the refinery get restarted. TTI-FSS has
reinstated 24 refinery tanks and several small process tanks.
Most of the work in 2018 was related to Maria repairs. Three
blown-in tanks remain, which will be repaired this year.
Currently TTI-FSS is working on a 196’ tank bottom
replacement, a 284’ cone roof replacement, adding a new foam
line to a 193’ tank, the patching of five tanks, a wind girder
rebuild, as well as adding intermediate stiffeners to several
tanks to help fortify in case another hurricane heads toward
St. Croix. We hope that doesn’t happen again anytime soon.

Ongoing Work Being Performed at St. Eustatius
Our local company, GEC NV, on the island of St. Eustatius has
been operating for more than a decade. As a result of the work
we have provided in tank and pipeline maintenance, our client
continues to be pleased with reduced out-of-service periods
on their tanks, resulting in maximized use of their existing
facilities.
Currently, GEC NV is working on repairs and tie-ins on
seven tanks and four pipelines in various areas of the terminal.
The client’s vote of confidence originates from the high level of
attention given to the fulfillment of delivery times, compliance
with projected budgets, the maintenance of an accident-free
environment and by the efficiencies demonstrated by GEC NV
employees.
NEW Clean Petroleum Product Storage Tank
in Bahamas

Suriname Terminal Construction
TTI-FSS was contracted last year to build a full petroleum
products storage terminal in Suriname consisting of:
• Three vertical tanks under API 650 standards
• A dock hose station and associated pipelines to unload ships
• A ship loading pipeline
• Six loading rack positions consisting of full electrical
		 installation of Microload.net® controller capable of
		 managing top and bottom loading of petroleum products
		 and additives
• A pumping station to deliver products to trucks and ships
• A firefighting system - consisting of a 1,500 GPM diesel
		 driven pump, jockey pump, water monitors, foam bladder,
		 foam chambers for all three tanks and foam deluge at truck
		 racks.
All mechanical and electrical work has been completed for the
loading racks. The firefighting system is currently in the startup phase prior to handing over the terminal to its owner. This
has been TTI-FSS’s first project developed in Suriname and we
look forward to being considered for more construction projects
there in the near future.

TTI-FSS is in the final stages of building a 58’ diameter x 48’
high steel tank at a fuel terminal in Nassau. Built under API
650 standards, the construction includes a concrete ringwall,
installation of a leak detection system, a geomembrane liner,
cathodic protection and a skin and pontoon internal floating
roof. The tank is being painted and should be ready for
operations by mid-April. Overseeing this project with the
arduous work of an expert group of Bahamian and foreign
TTI-FSS employees is Ed Brown, in civil works, and Nick
Gendron, Superintendent.
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BUILDING BRIDGES
Following up on the Pedestrian Bridge
Replaced by TTI-FSS

The first pedestrian bridge, over Palm Harbor Road, measures
nearly 145’ in length, and weighs 46 tons. The second is over
Orange Street, and measures 70’ and weighs 19 tons. They were both
shipped as full one-piece sections on tractor-trailers transported from
TTI-FSS’s port location to Palm Harbor – a 40-mile trip.

By Nikki Farris - McGhee
The October 2018 issue of Sparks & Remarks featured an article
on a pedestrian bridge being replaced in Pinellas County, Florida.
TTI-FSS is happy to announce that the old bridge has been removed
and replaced with two new, fortified bridges that were pre-galvanized
and coated with a duplex system.

The December 2018 erection of the L-shaped bridge went very well
with ZERO complications. The client and Pinellas County citizens
are very pleased now that a safe and beautiful pedestrian bridge is
again available to walk, bike, jog, roller blade, and enjoy.

Virginia Railroad Bridge Rehab

The bridge sections were shipped to TTI-FSS Port Shop facility
location for a full evaluation. Unfortunately, the structural
members were beyond repair. The TTI-FSS team had to
redesign the understructures for the historic wrought-iron
upper truss sections. TTI-FSS has worked diligently over
the lengthy interim, bringing the bridge back to life in rural
Virginia.

By Gordon Hendricks
TTI-FSS was approached in 2014 to evaluate the structural steel
supports of an historic railroad bridge in Virginia. The bridge,
originally built in 1882, was purchased in the early 1900s by the
railroad and moved to its current Virginia location. The state
took ownership of the bridge in 2014, and kicked off renovation
efforts. It was hoped that the integrity of the bridge supports
would be sufficient to sustain the bridge’s restoration to its
original condition.
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Complex Tank Installation Completed
Accurately and Ahead of Schedule
By Chris Moore
TTI-FSS’ domestic field crew hit the ground
running in 2019 on a job for a chemical plant
in north Florida. TTI-FSS was contracted to
design, fabricate and erect a 55’ diameter x 29’
high carbon steel tank.
This particular tank is important to the
daily operations of the plant and, therefore,
a quick turnaround on this project was vital.
TTI-FSS was able to respond promptly
and expedite the engineering, detailing and
fabrication process.
The tank was built in a challenging location
with many overhead obstructions. The tank
design required a steel self-supported dome
roof, which is typically built adjacent to the
tank and then lifted onto the tank. However,
given the location, TTI-FSS’s crew had to
assemble the dome roof inside the tank and
lift it into position with a 165-ton crane.
The tank will be in 48% phosphoric acid
service and will require an internal rubber
liner. To apply the rubber liner, all of the
internal weld seams had to be ground
smooth, a very labor-intensive process.
TTI-FSS’s crew did an outstanding job
of safely completing this project ahead of
schedule.			

SAFETY CORNER
By Randy Kelley
Employee Recruiting and Development
Manager/Safety Coordinator
Have you ever had that guy on your team
who pushes the envelope on everything,
including safety? This sign reminds us how
much damage one person can do. “Joe” might
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have been a good ’ole boy, but bad safety habits
endanger the whole company. Allowing an
employee to act as a loose cannon when it
comes to safety, is never acceptable. We need
to hold each other “safety accountable” at all
times. Successful teams keep safety top of mind,
always looking out for issues that could turn
into problems. Employees like “Joe” are no joke.

TTI-FSS TEAM TALK
JOHN GOOLSBY MARKS
50 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
We are honored to have John
Goolsby on our TTI-FSS staff
for 50 years of continuous
employment. He is an integral
part of the foundation of
TTI-FSS and we value his
stalwart dedication.

NIKKI FARRIS-MCGHEE PROMOTED
Nikki Farris-McGhee has been promoted to Interim
Senior Project Manager due to her leadership on the
TTI-FSS Project Management team. She has a thorough
understanding of our project management system,
codes and specifications and the principles behind our
internal processes. In addition, Nikki has developed and
maintained many important client relationships.

Safety Stars
DAVID HECHINGER

BOBBY HELMS

David Hechinger (Adamo) was
awarded a safety star for safety
awareness and being proactive.
David was loading girders for
transport. While performing
his walk around the checks,
he noticed four bolts securing
splice plates that had not been
scored to prevent the nuts
from backing off. He alerted
his foreman and had the bolts scored. This proactive
awareness was crucial to avoid the potential hazard of
having the splice plate come loose in transport. Great
hazard awareness on David’s part.

Bobby Helms (Port) –
During his standard per use
inspection, Bobby discovered
that one of the round lifting
slings had developed a
tear. The sling was tagged,
removed from service right
away, and segregated to
prevent any possible shop
use. The sling was sent to
the supplier for evaluation and disposal, if required.
The sling was about to be used in a major lift, which
could have had catastrophic results had the sling failed.
Thanks for keeping the team safe, Bobby.

Certifications
JAMES DERRY

JOE EUTERMARK

James Derry has achieved ASNT
NDT Level III Certification.

Joe Eutermark has achieved
AWS CWI Certification.
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